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Exploring Hilbert space: Accurate characterization of quantum information
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We report the creation of a wide range of quantum states with controllable degrees of entanglement and
entropy using an optical two-qubit source based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion. The states are
characterized using measures of entanglement and entropy determined from tomographically determined den-
sity matrices. The tangle-entropy plane is introduced as a graphical representation of these states, and the
theoretic upper bound for the maximum amount of entanglement possible for a given entropy is presented.
Such a combination of general quantum state creation and accurate characterization is an essential prerequisite
for quantum device development.
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Quantum information~QI! — the application of quantum
mechanics to problems in information science such as c
putation and communication — has led to a renewed inte
in fundamental aspects of quantum mechanics. In partic
much attention has been focused on the role ofentanglement,
the nonclassical correlation between separate quantum
tems, particularly, between two-level systems orqubits
~quantum bits!. Entanglement, along with the degree of o
der, or purity, determines the utility of a given system fo
realizing various QI protocols. A key goal of QI is the e
perimental realization of complex quantum algorithms, e
Shor’s algorithm, which allows efficient factoring of com
posite integers@1#: recent research indicates that while e
tanglement is necessary to execute Shor’s algorithm, p
states are not@2#.

There is currently a global effort to manufacture tw
qubit gates, since any quantum algorithm can be imp
mented by a combination of single-qubit rotations and s
gates~which produce the necessary entanglement! @3#. These
are fully characterized only when both the gate states an
dynamics have been accurately measured, which requir
tunable source of two-qubit quantum states and a metho
completely measuring the output states@4#. No system to
date has fulfilled these criteria. Here we report an opti
two-qubit source that produces a wide range of quan
states with controllable degrees of purity and entanglem
and fully characterize these states by quantum tomogra
This source is also suitable for exploring alternative pa
digms: ~1! where quantum algorithms are implemented
single-qubit rotations, Bell-state measurements, and a pr
termined set of entangled states~that may or may not need t
be pure! @5#; ~2! scaleable linear-optics quantum compu
tion, where entanglement occurs as a result of measurem
@6#.

Quantum states ofN qubits can be represented by a vec
existing in a 2N-dimensional Hilbert space. This is th
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‘‘space of possibilities,’’ and represents all possible physi
combinations of qubits for a system. To date the states g
erated in QI experiments have clustered around two dist
limits in Hilbert space:~1! highly entangled systems with
high order@7–11#; ~2! completely unentangled systems wi
very little order@12#. The lack of entanglement in the latte
case@13# has raised the question of what properties are
tually required for quantum information protocols, and hig
lights that to date, the ‘‘domain of mixed states betwe
these two extremes@pure vs completely mixed# is incredibly
big and largely unexplored’’@14#. We experimentally explore
this unmapped region, and introduce a theoretical up
bound for the maximum amount of entanglement poss
for a given purity. A variety of measures exist for quantifyin
the degrees of disorder and entanglement, all of which
functions of the system density matrix. For our experimen
system, the density matrix can now be obtained via quan
tomography@15#, allowing these measures to be applied.
this paper we will use thetangle, T, to quantify the degree o
entanglement, and thelinear entropy, SL , to quantify the
degree of disorder@16–19#.

We obtain our quantum states via spontaneous do
conversion, where a pump photon passed through a nonli
crystal is converted into a pair of lower-energy photons.
use the polarization state of the single photons as our qu
and measure in coincidence, thus obtaining the reduced
sity matrix ~it only describes the polarization component
the state! of the two-photon contribution@20,21#. Figure 1 is
a schematic of the experimental system, a detailed desc

ls
u FIG. 1. Experimental setup for quantum-state synthesis.
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FIG. 2. States obtained by spatially based polarization decoherence. ~a! ~i! Input state (uHH&1uVV&)/A2; ~ii !,~iii ! states after passing
through BBO decoherers in one and both arms, respectively.States obtained by temporally based polarization decoherence. ~b! The state,
(uHH&1uVV&)/A2, after passing through the state selector (u150, u2 set as shown! and the quartz decoherers set as described in the
~c! As for ~b!, but with the nonmaximally entangled initial state 0.96uHH&10.29uVV&. Only the real components of the density matrices
shown, the imaginary components being at the few percent level or less.
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tion is given elsewhere@22#. Briefly, the beta-barium-borat
~BBO! crystals produce pure-state pairs of photons that
be tuned between the separable and maximally entan
limits by adjusting the pump polarization@15#. The parity
and phase of the entangled states are selected via the ‘‘
selector’’ half-wave plates, and the photons are analyzed
ing adjustable quarter- and half-wave plates~HWP! and po-
larizing beamsplitters, which enable polarization analysis
any basis.~For tomography, 16 different coincidence bas
are required@15,23#!. The photons are passed via suitab
optics to single-photon counters, whose outputs are reco
in coincidence.

To change the entropy it is necessary to introduce de
herence into the polarization degree of freedom, which
be done either spatially or temporally. Decoherence can
cur when the phase,f, of the entangled state~e.g., uHH&
1eifuVV&) varies rapidly over a small spatial extent, i.e
smaller than the collection apertures. We achieved this by
introduction of BBO crystals~3 mm thick! into the down-
conversion beams, cut so that their optic axes were a
01230
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angle of 49° to the beam. These introduce a highly directi
dependent phase shift in the down-converted photons: du
the intrinsic spread of photon momentum in dow
conversion, and the high birefringence of BBO, after the
coherer the phase of the entanglement is very finely frin
compared to the collection aperture. Figure 2~a! shows that
with BBO in only one arm~optic axis at 45°), the resultan
state is partially mixed and completely unentangle
(SL ,T)5(0.6660.03,0.0060.00); adding a BBO crystal to
the remaining arm,~optic axis at 0°) generates a fully mixe
state, (SL ,T)5(1.0060.01,0.0060.00).

As spatially based decoherence completely destroys
tanglement, it is not a suitable technique for exploring H
bert space. In contrast, temporally based polarization de
herence allows entanglement to survive. It is achieved
imposing a large relative phase delay, longer than the co
ence length of the light, between two orthogonal polariz
tions. In practice this is realized by introducing a 10-mm
thick quartz crystal in each arm, with optic axes vertical a
perpendicular to the beam. The detected photons have a
1-2
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herence length of 140 wavelengths~set by the 5-nm interfer-
ence filters!, 10 mm of quartz delays the phase velocity
the horizontally polarized light by this amount~relative to
the vertical!. Viewed differently, the quartz entangles th
phase to the photon frequency, which is then traced o
@24,25#. Thus, a single photon linearly polarized at 4
would exit the quartz crystal strongly depolarized, i.e., in
mixed state; similarly, a pair of photons, each at 45°, wo
exit two such crystals in a mixed state. With entangled sta
however, the situation is more subtle. Certain kinds of
tangled states are immune to collective decoherence, w
others exhibit strong decoherence—the former comp
decoherence-free subspaces@26#. Due to the energy en
tanglement of the photons, and the alignment of our de
herers, in our system the state (uHH&1uVV&)/A2 is
decoherence-free@24,27#. The function of the state selector
to continuously tune this state towards another maxim
entangled state, one that is not decoherence-free@e.g.,
(uHV&1uVH&)/A2#.

Figures 2~b! and 2~c! show a range of density matrice
generated via this method. In Fig. 2~b!, selector wave plate
HWP1 was fixed at 0° and HWP2 varied by the angle in
cated, Fig. 2~c! shows a similar series, except this time sta
ing with a nonmaximally entangled state. There are 16
rameters in the density matrix, too many for ea
assimilation. To see how much of Hilbert space we are
cessing with these states, we use the tangle and linea
tropy measures to construct a characteristic plane as a
cinct, compact way of representing the salient features
quantum state. In this plane~Fig. 3!, a pure, unentangled
state lies at the origin (SL ,T)5(0,0); a pure, maximally en
tangled state in one corner (SL ,T)5(0,1); and a maximally
mixed, unentangled state in the corner diagonally oppo
(SL ,T)5(1,0). A maximally entangled, maximally mixe
state (SL ,T)5(1,1) is obviously impossible. As indicate
above, previous QI experiments have generated states e
near the tangle axis (SL;0,0<T<1) ~cavity QED, ion and
photon experiments! or at the maximally mixed point (SL
;121024 to 121026, T50) ~high-temperature nuclea

FIG. 3. Tangle vs linear entropy for two qubits. Black curv
Werner states. Data points are calculated tangle and linear en
from a range of measured density matrices. The gray region i
cates physically impossible combinations ofT and SL ; maximal
states@Eq. ~1!# lie at the boundary of this region.
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magnetic-resonance experiments!. In Fig. 3, we plot the lin-
ear entropy and tangle values determined from a range of
measured density matrices, including those shown in Fig
and from@28#. Two sources of experimental uncertainty we
considered, statistical uncertainties (AN, where N is the
count!, which range from 1–4 % for our count rates, a
settings uncertainties, due to the fact that the analyzers
only be set with an accuracy of60.25°. The combination of
these effects led to the uncertainties as shown, a full der
tion of their calculation is lengthy and given elsewhere@23#.
The heavy black line in Fig. 3 represents the (S,T) values of
Werner statesr̂W5lr̂mix1(12l) r̂ent , where r̂mix is a
maximally mixed state,r̂ent is a pure maximally entangled
state, and 0,l,1 @29#. A wide array of states were create
up to and lying on the Werner border. Interestingly, for line
entropies less than 8/9, there exist states with greater ta
than Werner states, the largest of which, themaximalstates,
lie at the boundary of the gray region in Fig. 3. The dens
matrix for these states has the form@30#

r̂5S D 0 0 AT/2

0 122D 0 0

0 0 0 0

AT/2 0 0 D

D , ~1!

whereD5AT/2 whenAT>2/3, andD51/3 whenAT,2/3.
Only states with tangle and linear entropy that fall on
under this boundary are physically realizable. Using the c
rent scheme of two decohering crystals, it is not possible
create states that lie between the Werner and maximal bo
aries. We are currently investigating a method to realize g
eralized arbitrary quantum-state synthesis, which will allo
generation of states with any allowed combination of entro
and tangle.

In any experimental system mixture is inevitable—o
source enables experimental investigation of decohere
induced effects and issues including entanglement purifi
tion @31#, distillation @28,32#, concentration @33#,
decoherence-free subspaces@26,27#, and protocols thatre-
quire decoherence@34#. Since decoherence is controllable
our system, it can be used as a testbed for controlled ex
ration of the effect of intrinsic, uncontrollable, decoheren
in other architectures~e.g., decoherence in a solid-state tw
qubit gate@35#!.

Mixed entangled states also have fundamental ramifi
tions. Entanglement, as defined by Schro¨dinger, is essentially
a pure-state concept~resting as it does on the issue of sep
rability! and is ‘‘ . . . the quintessential feature of quantum
mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure f
classical lines of thought’’@36#. Is this indeed the case fo
mixed entangled states, or is there some other, perhaps
erational, characteristic that would better define the bound
between quantum and classical mechanics? For example
can make states that are mixed and nonseparable and y
not violate a Bell’s inequality—are these ‘‘truly’’ entangled
Distilling these states makes states that are more mixed
more entangled and so that they now violate a Bell’s inequ

py
i-
1-3
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ity @28#—was this entanglement really ‘‘hidden’’? Using th
tangle criteria, the answer is straightforward, the states w
always entangled and the distillation simply moved their p
sition on the tangle-entropy plane across the Bell bound
@37#. Yet, states that do not violate Bell’s inequality can
described by a hidden local-variable model, suggesting
some entangled states are classical, in violation of Sch¨d-
inger’s precept. The question of what significant physi
on
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differences, if any, exist between these various mixed
tangled states remains open.
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